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SCHOOL FIXTURES
2020/21

Gym mats
Netballs
Basketballs
Archery
Dodgeballs

Connect 4
Snakes and ladders
Naughts and Crosses
Chess set

Investment in new sports equipment;

CPD Opportunities
We have worked with many sports providers
across the city to develop our teaching of the key
skills within P.E. (York City FC, York City Knights,
York Hockey Club, etc)

Investment in new playground games:

Specialist Sports Coaching - Ignite
Through Ignite, pupils have accessed an
outstanding standard of sports coaching, whilst
staff also benefitted from an enhanced CPD plan.
Furthermore, our partnership with Ignite saw
additional after-school activities availabile to
children - improving engagement and offering an
improved range of sports within our current
curriculum offer.

Specialist Swimming Coaching
FroggyLegs Swim School
Knowledgeable, experienced swimming coaches
worked with school staff for further CPD and
provided exceptional swimming teaching to our
pupils, enabling more children to swim 25 metres.

Ultimate Warrior
Skipping Events
Pentathlon
Multi-skills
Football challenges

The pandemic saw the unfortunate cancellation
of all the sporting competitions and occasions we
would regularly attend. We were able to
participate in some virtual events to engage
children and provide the experience of
competing with other schools.

The virtual competitions included;

The pupil and staff thoroughly enjoyed their
participation in these events - tracking the results
online to see how well our school were doing
locally.



NAMED SPORTS

Each sport/activity covers objectives from the National Curriculum.

CHOICE ACTIVITY

This activity can either be the choice of the teacher or pupils, and will be different from those included
in the table above. At the direction of the Teacher, the activity can be changed weekly/fortnightly or
undertaken for the full half term. Sports/Activities that may be chosen include; orienteering, table
tennis, badminton, volleyball, archery, indoor curling, and boccia. Additionally, there may be potential
for pupils to create their own games, thus introducing a further dimension to their P.E. experience.

MULTI-SKILLS AND TEAM GAMES

This activity is based upon the development of basic skills to complete the range of sports included in
the school PE curriculum, whilst simultaneously covering the values of PE. Pupils are taught the
principals of determination, honesty, respect, self-belief, passion and teamwork. The activities/games
ensure these values are incorporated, whilst building on core basic skills such as balance, coordination,
spatial awareness, accuracy, and the comprehension of specific rules etc. The activity/sport is very
flexible - structured and delivered at the teacher's discretion, but ultimately meeting the objectives
outlined.

OVERVIEW OF YEAR GROUP PROVISION

Netball
Football
Tag Rugby
Dance
Archery and Boccia
Multiskills
Dodgeball
Hockey

In the last academic year we were unable to run
as many after-school clubs as previous years.

In usual cirumstances, pupils would be offered an
extensive list of clubs including;

We eagerly anticipate the coming academic year
when these clubs can return, and pupils are
provided the opportunity to thrive in their chosen
sport once more.




